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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information provided on FEN TOKEN website does not constitute investment advice, 

financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the 
website’s content as such. FEN TOKEN team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency 
should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your 

financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing FEN, you agree that 
you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not 
liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the token 
“as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. You should have no expectation of 
any form from FEN TOKEN and its team. Although FEN is a community driven token for social 
networking and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens 
in areas with government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because the team cannot ensure 

compliance with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with 
your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.



ABOUT FEN TOKEN
FEN Token was created as the token of the community of
First Ever NFT Collection, and the official token for our P2E Game.
As a part of a system that we have implemented, offering a unique opportunity to earn FEN 
tokens in this play-to-earn experience.



Play 2 Earn 
The game is introduced on a web version.
You have the unique opportunity to either 
actively engage in gameplay or hold onto 
valuable $First Ever NFTs, making it an 
exciting choice for both gaming 
enthusiasts and collectors.



Our mission is to create the best community that will enjoy NFT’s and soccer lifestyle, together as a bundle.

We want that the project and the community will grow into a global movement that defies the
status quo and makes profitability intrinsically linked to positive social impact on low-income players.

Our Mission

Play Game Member Benefits Play 2 Earn

For the FIRST TIME EVER,
holding means more!

Lead your Players into action 
packed matches and win to earn 

rewards.

Immerse in the fantasy world of 

football -  visually-stunning 2D 

graphics game.



LEGAL OPINION

As a whole concept, FEN Token Team is developing a 
decentralized blockchain-based game universe that 
combines NFT, DeFi and Gaming. The users will be able to 
use their avatars and play in a play to earn game and win 
rewards including FEN tokens and valuable NFT assets.



FEN TOKEN
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Token Info
Ticker: FEN
Name: FIRST EVER NFT
Max. supply: 10,000,000,000,000 FEN
Network: Ethereum Network (ERC-20)
Contract: 0x995a6C0944322b7285D0712824acf0Cf9BF3993a



Tokenomics 



Roadmap


